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MediaRec

MediaRec is the SI Media application for manual and automatic scheduling of video signal
ingest from VTR, satellite and live feeds.
At the same time of doing the video ingest it’s also possible to add metadata for the new
assets and to see the signal preview (video and audio) that it’s going to be captured.
The application can also control the available encoders (local or remote) and manage at
the same time the high-quality and the low-resolution (i.e. proxy) encoding of the new
asset. MediaRec also controls remotely devices such as VTRs, Cart Machines and
Audio/Video Routers for the automatic assignment of the video source that is going to be
recorded.

Key Features:











Automatically control one or more
A/V Routers or Matrix
Remote Control of VTRs and Cart
Machines
Audio/Video preview while ingest for
monitoring and real time verification
Metadata input for MAM application
Define automatic encoding sessions
Check of the ingest sessions
Encoders and video formats
Edit/Play while ingest with AJA
board
Simultaneous creation of different formats of the same file while ingest

http://www.si-media.tv
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Automatically control one or more A/V Routers or Matrix
MediaRec is able to control, thru the module MediaDevice, one or more A/V Routers: in
this way the operator can select the audio/video source he wants to capture and the
switching on the matrix will be done automatically. At this point the audio and video
preview allow to check and confirm the selected source.

(MediaRec, Source selection window)

http://www.si-media.tv
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Remote Control of VTRs and Cart Machines
In MediaRec it’s possible to select a VTR and control it remotely as recording source.
The application allows to do single or multiple recordings from the same tape, automating
the ingest process of more clips from the same tape.

(MediaRec, remote control of a VTR as ingest source)

Audio and Video preview while ingest
MediaRec allows to monitor the audio and video signal that the encoder is receiving
before, while and after the ingest process; in this way the encoding session can be
configured at best choosing the correct source and adjusting the peak meter for the audio
levels.

(MediaRec, Audio and video preview during the ingest)
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Metadata input for MAM application
With MediaRec GUI it’s possible to add metadata, before and during the ingest process.
Also the same metadata screen can be edited, changed, etc.

(MediaRec, Metadata insertion)

Define automatic encoding sessions
MediaRec can schedule the encoding sessions (Tasks) to record at fixed times and dates.
The planning can be daily, weekly or monthly. In any moment it is possible to edit a task,
for example the operator can stop it or change the start or the end time.

(MediaRec, Task archive)
http://www.si-media.tv
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Check of the ingest sessions
At each MediaRec workstation it’s possible to monitor at any time all the scheduled
sessions in the entire system to check if everything is ok.

(MediaRec, ingest tasks in progress)

Edit/Play while ingest with AJA board
With MediaRec it is possible to edit the clip during the ingestion session and also to put
the content on air while the ingestion session is not closed yet. This solution is always
available using AJA boards or video servers that support this function.

http://www.si-media.tv
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Simultaneous creation of different formats of the same file while ingest
MediaRec can manage the creation of different formats of a single file simultaneously
during the ingestion session. It can be for example the creation of the HQ copy of the
content and at the same time the low-res.

(MediaRec, multi-ingest tasks in progress)

http://www.si-media.tv
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Encoders and video formats
MediaRec is the SI Media application for the ingest process. The encoding process needs a
physical ENCODER. There are two different types of encoders: the first type is a capture
card installed in the same machine where MediaRec runs, the second one is inside an
external Video Server.
The main Video Servers MediaRec is able to control are:
 OMNEON (now HARMONIC)
o Spectrum (including Channel Port and Media Center)
o MediaDeck
 HARRIS
o NEXIO
 EVS
o XT
o XS
 GRASS VALLEY
o K2
 DVS
o Venice
 XOR-MEDIA
o MediaClient
o MSV-1200
SI Media’s versatility lets the customer choose the best solution for himself.
In the IT solutions proposed by SI Media we usually use AJA Video System boards; AJA
Corvid, AJA Corvid22 and AJA LHe+ are the models used for the automation. AJA LHe+
board has analog and digital\SDI input that can be used at the same time. The AJA Corvid,
AJA Coirvid22 and AJA LHe+ models can support both the SD and the HD format.

http://www.si-media.tv
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The image shows an AJA OEM-LHe+ video board.

These are the specifics of AJA Boards we use for ingest process.
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